Please practice Leave No Trace techniques and follow these regulations:

- **NO BICYCLES**— or strollers, wagons, or carts! But wheelchairs are allowed.
- **DOGS**— on leash required within 500 feet of the trailhead. Please remove any dog waste on or within 10 feet of trails, trailheads or parking areas.
- **CAMPFIRES**— are allowed unless fire restrictions are in effect. Only use dead and downed wood— cutting standing trees or trimming limbs is not allowed.
- **HORSES**— certified weed free feed required...24 hours in advance and while you’re here!
- **CAMPING**— discouraged at trailheads except at Reynolds Pond. Camp more than 100 feet from trails.
- **ROCK CLIMBING**— no fixed anchors and remove temporary anchors within 24 hours. Please use chalk matching color of the rock.
- **GROUP SIZE**— 12 or more requires a special recreation permit.
- **TRASH**— please pick up trash when you find it and pack it out.
- **HUMAN WASTE**— bury 6 inches deep and at least 100 feet from a trail.
- **CULTURAL SITES**— if it looks 50 years old or older, leave it alone for others to enjoy.